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The main purpose of this paper is to generalize our results in[8] concerning 
the topological stability of Anosov flows on compact manifolds to topological 
Q-stability of Axiom A flows with no Q-explosions (e.g., with no cycle property; 
for definitions, see Section 1). Nitecki [l l] proves the topological Q-stability 
of Axiom A diffeomorphisms with no cycle property. 
We shall prove the topological Q-stability of Axiom A flows with no Q- 
explosions inthe sense of Theorem B. whose statements are quite similar to 
that of Theorem I of [ 1 l] (see also [131). 
THEOREM B. Let {f ‘} be an Axiom A flow on a compact manifold M with no 
CoQ-explosion. Then, {f “} is topologically Q-stable in the sense that there xists a 
constant co> 0 with the following property: For any co 2 E > 0, there is 6 = 
S(E) > 0 such that for any continuous j7ow g = {g”} on M with d(f t, g”) < 6 for 
t E [0, I] we can find acontinuous surjective map h: Q(g) --, Q(f) satisfying 
(i) h(Orb,(x)) = Orb,(hx) for xE Q(g), 
where Orb,(x) = {g”(x): t E R}, 
(ii) d(hx, x) < E for x E L?(g). 
Moreover, h is unique up to f-orbits, i.e., ifa continuous map h’: Q(g) -+ Q(f) 
satisfies (i) and (ii) then there is a continuous map q: Q(g) + R such that 
h’(x) = faQ)h(x) for x E Q(g). 
To prove our main theorem (Theorem B) we consider a hyperbolic set /1 for 
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a P-flow f = cft} and p rove the existence ofa neighborhood U of A such that 
every homeomorphism g CO near f l (time one diffeomorphism of the flow f = 
cft}) is semiconjugate to a map near f r in some sense in a neighborhood f(1 
contained in U. More precisely, we shall prove Theorem A, which has some 
interest initself. 
THEOREM A. Let cf”} be a Cl-flow on M and A an {f ‘}-hyperbolic subset of M. 
Then there xists a neighborhood U of A having the following property: For any 
E > 0 there is 6, = &,(E) > 0 such that for any homeomorphism g:M -+ M with 
d(f I, g) < 6, , there xist a continuous map h: U + M and a continuous f nction 
p: U ---f [wsatisfying theconditions 
(i) hg(x) = f PcX)h(x) for xE U n g-l(U), 
(ii) d(hx, x) < E for NE U, 
(iii) 1p(x) - 1 1 < E for -1~ E C. 
To prove Theorem A we shall use the analytic method which is similar tothat 
in the proof of Theorem A of [8], concerning the topological stability of Anosov 
flows. 
As a corollary we get Theorem C, which somewhat sharpens Theorem A of [8]. 
Moreover, the proof of Theorem C seems to be rather simpler than that of 
Theorem A of [8]. Finally we remark that we can prove most of Theorem B 
(except he surjectivity of h) by means of the pseudo-orbit tracing method 
formulated by Anosov [2], Bowen [3], Conley [5], and Franke-Selgrade [6]; 
in reality, we realized Theorem B first bythis method. We also remark that we 
can re-prove the structural stability of Anosov flows by making use of Theorem C, 
which fills the gap in the proof of Moser [IO]. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
Let M be a compact smooth manifold without boundary and let f = {f “> be a 
P-flow on M, the vector field induced by f being denoting by X. 
DEFINITION 1. An f-invariant closed subset rl of 111 is called f-hyperbolic 
if the restriction T,M of the tangent bundle TM of M to A has two continuous 
subbundles ES and E” such that TAM = Eo @ ES @ E” (Whitney sum), where 
Ezo = [w . X(x) for x E A, and if there xist aRiemannian metric 11 .I/ on M and 
constants C > 0 and 0 < X < 1 satisfying theconditions 
(i) Tf t(EO) = E0 for t E Iw, u = s, u, 
(ii) (( Tft 1 Es 11 < CP for t > 0, 
(iii) 11 Tf pt 1 E” /( < CAt for t > 0. 
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By replacing the Riemamkn metric, if necessary, we can assume C = 1 in 
the above conditions (cf. [8]). The distance function (resp. exponential map) on 
M induced by this Riemannian metric will be denoted by d( , ) (resp. exp: 
TM + M). 
DEFINITION 2. The Cl-flow-f = cff} on M is called an Axiom A flow if (a) 
the nonwandering set Q(f) off is f-hyperbolic and (b) closed orbits are dense 
in Q(f). Here Q(f) is defined to be the set of all xE M such that for every 
neighborhood C’ of x and every t E [w there is k > t such that fk( U) n U # @ . 
SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION THEOREM [14]. If f = {f “> is an Axiom A pow, 
then Q(f) can be written as
Q(f) =Qn,u~~~uQn,, Qi n Qj = ia (i # j), 
such that Qi is a closed f-invariant subset and cf’} 1Qi is topologically transitive 
(i.e., there isa dense orbit)for every i = I,..., m  
. 
For x E Nf we denote by (Y(X) (resp. W(X)) the a-limit (resp. w-limit) set of x, 
i.e., the set of all y such that there is a sequence of numbers ti -+ ---co (resp. 
ti --f + 00) withy = lirniem f “s(x). 
We denote Qi < Qj if there is an x E M such that U(X) C Qi and w(x) C Qj . 
DEFINITION 3 [12]. An Axiom A flow cff} is said to have no cycle property 
if Qi < Qj is a partial ordering in the set {Q,: i= I,..., m]. A flow if”} is said 
to have no Co Q-explosion if for every neighborhood W of Q(f) there is a 6 > 0 
such that for every continuous flow g = {g”} with d(f t, g*) < 6 for t E [0, l] we 
have Q(g) C R’. 
By a result of Pugh-Shub [ 121 every Axiom A flow ith no cycle property has 
no COQ-explosion. 
In this ection we denote by /I an f-hyperbolic setin M. Since the fixed points 
of {f “} are isolated we can assume in the sequel, without loss of generality, 
that X(x) +OforxEkWedenoteft(x)=x.tforxEM,~tE,andfl=f 
if there is no ambiguity. 
Now we can extend the hyperbolic structure on (1 as in Definition 1 to a 
compact neighborhood 2 of /l as follows (cf. [7]): Denoting the extended 
continuous subbundles of E0 by the same notation we have 
T,M = E” @ E” @ E”, 
(i) Tf (EzO) = E& for Y E 2 n f -lZ, u = s, u, 
(ii) )/ Tfv Jj < A jJ v11 for v E ES, 
(iii) // Tf-lw I] < h 11 w I/ for w E Eu. 
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Notation 1. For a subset S C M we denote by X(S) (resp. Co(S)) the set 
of all continuous vector fields v (resp. functions p)on S with norms 
II 7J II = SUP~II +4l: x E $3 53 EX(S), 
II PII = SUP{/ &)I: x E s>* I* ECO(S). 
For S C 2 and o = 0, s, u we denote by P(S) the set of all vE X(S) such that 
V(X) E Ezu for x E S. Clearly we have X(S) = X0(S) @ P(S) @ P(S) and 
X0(S) = Co(S) . X. For r > 0 we set 
X(S)(T) = (ZJ EX(S): 112, I/< T}, 
T,M(7) = {ZJ E TJl: /I v11 < T>. 
Notation 2. For 6 > 0, we denote by Homeo(M, 6) the set of all homeo- 
morphisms q~: M - M with d(q~,, lM) < 6, where we define, for continuous 
maps q~, 4: M--f M, d(cp, IJ) = sup{d(v~, 4.~): x E M}, Iw being the identity 
map of M. 
Notation 3. For 6 > 0, we denote by 2Y, the set of all (x, y) E 2 x 2 such 
that d(x, y) < 6. 
We define another norm 11 .II* on X(2) by I\Q+ VIII* = /I ~1; + 11 v(/ for 
p E Co(Z) and v E Is(Z) @ P(Z). We see there is an a > 1 such that 
(l/a) II. II* G II -II G a II .II* y 
II us II + II 0, II < a II vs + 21, II 
U-1) 
for V0 E P(Z) (o = s, U). 
Next, we take compact neighborhoods U, I’, and kV of A such that 
ACUCintVCVCintWCWCintZ, 
(1.2) 
j-y V) c w. 
We can easily find 6, > 0 such that 
9) EHomeo(M, So) implies p(W) u q-‘(W) C Z and q~( U) U v-l(U) C V. (1.3) 
We denote by pz: X(M) + X(Z) the restriction map p=(v) = v I Z for 
v E X(M). 
It is now easy to find acontinuous linear map &Z: X(W) + X(Z) such that 
(i) &Z(f(W)) C X”(Z), u = 0, s, u, 
(ii) II 5~~ II < 1, 
(iii) &“(V) = 2, on V, for z, EX(kV). 
The map [sTz will be called an extension (map) of X(W) to X(Z). Similarly we
have extensions 5:X(Z) + X(M) and E: Co(Z) + Co(M). 
The following lemma is originally dueto Walters [151. 
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LEMMA 1. There are constants 6, > 6, > 0 and 71 > 0 such that 
(1) For each (x, y) E Z8, there is a linear isomorphism Lc,,~): T,M -+ T,M 
and a continuous mapY(~,J : T$Z(T,) + T,M such that 
(9 -&,,)(EP) = Eva (0 = 0, s, u), 
(4 exp, 0= exp,&z,v)~ + Y(~.~P) forw E T,M(d. 
L~x,y)v and y(x,vp are continuous with respect to (x, y) and v. 
(2) * = exPyhT.dW 
(3) IIJL,) II- 1, ll(L~.~d-~ II - 1 as 4x,$ - 0. 
(4) For each (x, y) E Zs, there is K(x, y) > 0 such that 
(9 II ~h.dW - rcd(~‘)ll < W, 39 II u- 0’ II 
for ZJ, v’ E T,M(T,), 
(ii) K(x, y) + 0 us d(x, y) -+ 0. 
Proof. See Lemma 2 of [8]. 
DEFINITION 4. For q~ E Homeo(M, S,) we define 
(1) Jo: W? - WV by 
P&W = Lbx.r~~(~4 for 0 E WZ), x E W, 
and J,: X(Z) -+ X(Z) by J, = tWz o 1, . 
(2) 70: WX4 - WV by 
3/&4x> = YLm.494 for w E X(Z)(-r,), x E W, 
and yW: X(Z)(T,) + X(Z) by yW = tWz 0 Yrn .
(3) K(g)) = sup{K(qIx, ): xE W}. 
(4) i?,: X(Z) + X(W) by 
R@)(x) = (L(z.w-la))-l 4v-‘x) for VEX(Z), XE W, 
and R,: X(Z) --f X(Z) by R, = &/ 0 8,. 
From Definition 4 we can easily verify 
J&>(x) = J%,c&?J~) for zl EX(Z), XE V, (1.4) 
R,W(x) = (Lcz.m-~J-1 G-% for VEX(Z), XE V, (1.5) 
r&)(x) = YhsP(F4 for z, EI(Z)(s,), x E V. (1.6) 
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LEMMA 2. Let go E Homeo(M, 6,) und w, V’ E X(Z)(T~). Then we have 
(1) J,(P(Z)) c P(Z), R&F(Z)) c P(Z),for u = 0, S, u. 
(2) exp w 0 v = eip(Jmw + y,(o)) onV. 
(3) II %(O)ll < IIr.&9ll G 4P, lh4M). 
(4) II Y&d - r,Wll G Kb,) II w - w’ II. 
(5) K(v) - 0, II 1, II - 1, II R, II - 1 a 4~ LA - 0. 
Proof. Immediately verified by Lemma 1 and Definition 4. 
DEFINITION 5. We define f,: X(M) 4 X(M) by f,(w) = Tf o w of-l for 
w E X(M), and f*: Co(M) -+ Co(M) by f*(p) = p of-’ for pE Co(M). 
LEMMA 3. For IJI E Homeo(M, 6,) and w E X(Z) we hawe 
RmPzf&hf;l~J~(w) = c on u. 
Proof. Take x E U. By (1.2) and (1.3) we have v-lx E V, f-1p-1x E W. 
Using (1.4), (1.5), and Definition 5 wecalculate: 
R,p=f~~ppZf;‘SJ~(w)(~) 
= (L~,,,~1,,)-‘(fx5p=f;1~J~(w)(~-1~)) 
= (L,z,c-~J-l Tf (6pzf;1~J&)(f -b-lx)) 
= (L(s.a-liJ1 Ufrf -‘(J~(w)(ff-‘+-‘x)) 
= (L(l:.m-‘z))-lL(~~-‘z.~-‘s)w(~~-lX) 
= W(X). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4. There is a constant 72 > 0 satisfying the following property: 
For w E 5(M), p E Co(M) with Ij w/I + II p (I < TV there is s(w, p) E x(M) such that 
(1) f (f*(n)(s)+l)(exp w(f -lx)) = exp( f+w + f&)X + s(w, p))(x) 
for xE M. 
(2) 40, 0) = 0, 
(3) II s(w, PC) - w, P’)II < C(t)(ll fJ - w’ II + II P- P’ II>* 
for w, 0’ E X(M), ~1, P’ E Co(M) with II wII + II PII < t < ~2% II ZJ’ II+ II P’ II <
t < 72% 
(4) C(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 0. 
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Proof. See Lemma 1 of [8]. 
DEFINITION 6. For v E Homeo(M, S,) we define a continuous linear map 
P,: X(Z) -+ X(Z) by 
P&X + 4 = -Rd%(f*S(CL) ’A-) + z’ - R&f&) 
for p E Co(Z) and ZJ EP(Z) @ 3?(Z). 
LEMMA 5. The constant 6,> 0 (resp. a > 0) being us in Lemma 1 (resp. (1. l)), 
let X < A1 < 1. Then there xists a constant 0 < 6, < 6, satisfying thefollowing 
property: For each q~ E Homeo(M, 6,) there is a continuous linear map Qv: X(Z) --, 
X(Z) such that 
(i) PmQm(w) = w on U for w E X(Z), 
(ii) II Q, II < 3a4/(1 - h). 
Proof. Put K(v) = max{il J, II,/1 R, iI> for p) E Homeo(M, 8,). By Lemma 2(5) 
we have k(cp) -+ 1 as d(v, 1,) + 0. Hence there is a constant 0 < Sz < Sr 
such that 
q~ E Homeo(M, 6,) implies k(v)A < A, < 1 and R(q) < 2. 
Here we can write j,(X) = 01 . -7’ for some 01 E Co(Z). 
We define a continuous linear map Q”: x0(Z) + x0(Z) by 
(1.7) 
for p E Co(Z). 
We claim 
QO(PX) = -Pz(fxP)~ls(P)) . E(4) - X) 
P.zQ’W) = 9 on U, 
II 8” I/z+ < 23. U-8) 
In fact, put /3 = pzf $((q$&)) . [(a)). By Definition 6, we have Pm( +3X) = 
R,pz( f&(/3) .X). For x E U we have, by (I .2) and (1.3), ‘p-lx E V and f -$-lx E 
W. Hence, by (1.5), we get 
f’mQ”W)W = Pai+=) 
= (L,~,m-l,,)-l(pZ(f*~(~)X)(~-‘x)). 
On the other hand, by Definition 5 we have 
Pzf*E(B)(V)-‘x) = K-%-lx) 
= (kGY(PN . &d)(ff -%-‘“I 
= ~(P)(w-‘x) &)(v-‘4 
= p(x) . “(p-lx). 
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Combining this with the above equality, we get 
Since JJX) = OLX, we get, by (1.4), 
Hence we obtain 
Using (1.1) and (1.7) we get 
Hence we obtain // QO(pX)jl* < 2a2 I/ p 11 = 2a” 11 PX //* .Thus we have proved 
assertion (1.8). 
Next, define Bs: 33(Z) + 3?(Z) by A* = R,p, f& j X”(Z). Then, by (1.7), 
we have j/ -4” jl < II R, \I(/ pz f& 1 Xs(Z)ll < k(y~)X < Al < 1. Hence, we can define 
a continuous linear map Qs: 33(Z) -+ P(Z) by Q* = xT=o (A”)“. 
We claim 
P,Q”(v) = z’ for z, EP(Z), 
II Q”II d 1,‘U - &I. 
(1.9) 
In fact, by Definition 6, we have P, / X8(Z) = I - A”. Hence we get P,Qs = 
(I - A8)(~~=o (A8)1Z) = 1, which proves (1.9). 
Next, we define AU: P(Z) + P(Z) by AU = pzfsl[Je j P(Z). Then, by 
(1.7), we get /I Au II < ti(v) < A, < 1. Thus, we can define Q: P(Z) -+ 
X”(Z) by Q” = -C;zl(Au)n. 
We claim 
P&“(o) = z’ on U for 21 EP(Z), 
II Q” II G l/Cl - 4). 
(1.10) 
In fact, we have Q” = -(xr=, (Au)“) Au = -(I - -4u)-iA~. Hence 
(--I + A”) 8” = A”. Using this, we get 
R,pzf&pzfs’tJcn I WZ) = R,pzf,W 
= &pzf&(--I + 4 Q” 
= R,pzf+Spzf;‘SJtP - R,pzf&QU. 
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Applying Lemma 3, we get, on U, the equalities 
v = %pzf&zf;lkJ,(v) 
= R,pzf&zf;‘SJ,&“(v) - R,pzf&2’(v) 
= QW - Raf2S”(v) = P.aQYv), 
which proves (1.10). 
Finally put Q, = Q” + Q” + QU. Then by (1.8) (1.9), and (l.lO), we get 
QJw) = w on U for every w E X(Z). 
Moreover, for p E Co(Z), z!, EX0(Z) (u = S, u), using (l.l), (1.8), (1.9), and 
(1.10) we have 
II Q.&X + 2’s + 4 
< II Q%X)Il + II Q”hll + II QV~u>ll 
G a II Q”WIl+ + & II vs II +1 j+vull 1 
< l&z3 II PII + j+ II 2’s + VII, II 
1 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 6 (Expansiveness). For any 7 > 0, there is r], = Q(T) > 0 having 
the following property: Let a: R -+ R (resp. /I: R -+ R) be a homemmphim 
(resp. a continuous f nction) such that a(O) = p(O) = 0, ad x, y E A. Ifd(x . a(t), 
y.B(t))~~~foytEIW,theny=x.sforsomesEIWwithIsI <T. 
Proof. See Lemma 3.3 of [6] and Theorem 1 of [4]. 
We call the restriction {f”} 1 /l expansive (cf. [4]). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Put f l = f. For a given E > 0, we take co > 0 such that 
co < minb,la, T&, 44, (2.1) 
(2.2) & C(aco) < l/4, 
1 
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where or , ~a , (2, C(t), and A, are the constants considered inSection 1. Since 
C(ac,) + 0 as E,, --t 0, by Lemma 4(4), we can find ls as above. Next, we take 
a constant 0 < 6, < 6, such that 
6a4 6 
- 1 -Ar 
0 d %/2, 
for q~ E Homeo(M, 6,). (2.4) 
Since K(p) -+ 0 as d(p), lM) -+ 0 by Lemma 2(5), we can find 6, as above. 
Now take a homeomorphism g: M -+ M with d(f, g) < 6, , and put v = 
gf-l. Clearly v E Homeo(M, 6,). 
We note here that for PX + v E ~(Z)(Q) we have I/ p/I + 11 v/I < min{T, 
~a , c}. In fact, by (1.1) and (2.1) we have 
Now, we can define a map @: X(Z)(Q) --, x(Z) by 
We shall show that he Lipschitz constant of @ is ,( 4. In fact, we have 
II @(PX + 4 - @‘(P’X + V’N 
< II Qm II I & lltll s(v, P)- 4v’, P’)II + I r&4 - r&‘)llh 
which is, by Lemma 5(ii), Eq. (1.7), and Lemmas 4(3), and 2(4), 
< & 2W(%)(ll v - v II + II CL - 11’ II> + qd II v- 0’ IIt> 
which is, by (l.l), 
e & (C(%> aIlbX + 4 - (P’X + v’>ll 
1 
+ K(v) aIl(PX + 4 - (P’X + 4l)T 
which is, by (2.2) and (2.4), 
< : ll(pX + v) - (p’X + 0, 
which proves our assertion. 
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Next, we shall show @(&Z)(c,,)) C X(Z)(Q). Infact, for w E X(Z)(eJ, wehave 
!I @WI! < II @(W + !I @W - @(WI 
G II 8, II I R, II / 40, 0) - rdJ)ll + iII wII 
G &II r,(W + 3 II wIL 
which is, by Lemma 2(3) and (2.3), 
which proves our assertion. 
Since @ is a contraction of the complete m tric space 3E(2)(~), there xists 
a unique fixed point PX + v of @: PX + v = @(pX + v). Here we put p = 
p + 1 and h = exp v. Applying P,to both sides of 
PAY + ‘u = @(pX + 4 = Q,R,(p&v, 5~)- Y,(V)), 
and using Lemma 5, we get 
P&X + 4 = P,Q&M5v> 514 - r&N 
= Robz4h 5~) - r&N on U. 
By the definition of P,we see that 
v + RJ&) = ~,PzU,W +fdYdX + s@li, &N on U. (2.5) 
Take a point xE U and consider the values of (2.5) ats; then, by (1.5) weget 
Using (1.6), we have 
.&,-g+) + Y~~,~-~W = (.f~Yv) + f&W + 45vt SjlNW4. (2.6) 
Applying explomls to both sides of (2.6), we get 
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which becomes, by Lemma l(l)(ii) andLemma 4(l), 
exp v(x) = f f*cPm-'x,+l(exp z!(f-lp~)). (2.7) 
If x E g-‘( L.‘) n U, then g(.v) E U, and so we can replace x in (2.7) by g(x), and 
since f*(p) @(gx) + 1 = p(f-lfg-‘gx) = P(N), we obtain 
hg(x) = exp o(gX) = gP@)(exp v(f-lfg-lgx)) = fp(=)h(~), 
which proves (i) in our theorem. 
C~early~e~~~ed(~~,x)dll~lI~Il~/l+Il~ll=II~~+~II~~~lltL~+~I/~ 
UQ < E, which proves (ii). 
Finally we have ] P(X) - 1 1 = I p(x)1 < I/ p/i < u (1 r-1X + v (1 < E. 
Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem A. 
To prove Theorem B we prepare Lemma 7 by means of Theorem A. For that 
purpose we recall the notions of S-chains ((6, l)-chains inthe terminology of
[6]) and pseudo-orbits of aflow. 
DEFINITION 7. A sequence of points {xi}ioz iscalled a &chain for a flow {f”} 
if d(fl.r; , .viGl) < 6 for every iE Z. For t E R! we define 
x0 * t = x, . (t - n) if t E [n, n + l), 
and x0 * R = {x0 * t: t E R} is called the pseudo-orbit of {f”} through x,, defined 
by the S-chain {xi}. 
The following Lemma is closely related toLemma 3.4 of [6]. 
LEMMA 7. Notations being us in Theorem A, we denote A(g) = nnEzgn( U). 
For any E > 0 there xists 8, = S1(c) > 0 satisfying thefollowing property: For 
any homeomorphism g:M + M with d(f l, g) < 6, there xist a continuous map 
h: U + iU and a continuous a: R x A(g) + II2 such that 
(i) d(x, * t, h(x,) .cu(t, x0)) < E for x,, EA(g), tE R, 
(ii) a(0, .Y) = 0 for x E A(g), 
and R 3 t - m(t, x) E II% is a monotone increasing homeomorphism, 
(iii) d(hx, x) < c for xE A(g), 
where x0 * R is the psncdo-orbit of {f “} through x,, defined bythe &-chain {gnxO}neZ 
of (f”b 
Proof. For given E > 0, there is 0 < c0 < E such that X, y E M, s, t E IR, 
4x, Y) G l 0 , / s - t j < co imply d(x . t,y . s) < l . Take 6, = S,(e) - So(co), 
6, being given in Theorem A. 
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For any homeomorphism g: M -+ M with d(fl, g) < 6, we can find a 
continuous map h: U + M and a continuous function p:U + [w such that 
(i) hg(x) =f~(~)h(x) for x E Ung-lU, 
(ii) d(hx, x) < l ,, for x E U, 
(iii) 1p(X) - 1 / < co for x E U. 
Take a point x nil, then g”x E U for any rz EZ. Define p,,(x) = 0 and 
p,(x) = P(X) i- ‘.. -I- p(g”-‘x) and p-,(x) = -( p(g-“X) f ... i- p(g%)) for 
72 > 1. 
We can verify, by induction, hg”(x) = fan(“)(hx) for nE H and x E /l(g). Fix 
a point x,, E(I(~), and put X, = g”.ys for rr EZ and h(xJ = y. We define a
continuous function a(t) = a(t, x0) by 
a@ + t) = P&o) + ( Pn+A~o) - Pn(x& 
for n E Z and t E [0, 11. We have d(~,~ 1 y . ~Jx,,)) = d(xn , hx,) ,< E,, for II EZ. 
Since 1 1 - ( P,+~(x~) - p,(xs))l = 1 1 - p(g”.q,)j < q, for n EZ, we have, for 
t E rot 119 I t- Mn + t) - Pn(xo))l = IU - (P?z+l(xo) - Pn(xo))) t I < 60 . 
Hence, by the property for co , we get, for t E [0, 1) and tl EH, 
d(x, * (n + t), h(x,,) * + + t)) = Q-n .t, Y . ,411 + t)) 
= d(x,, * t, Y . pn(xo) . (& + t) - P,(xo))) < Em 
It is easy to see that 4 i~(t, x0) is a monotone increasing homeomorphism. 
Thus the proof of Lemma 7 is complete. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
There is a constant Q > 0 such that d(x . t, Q(f)) < 1s for t E IR implies 
x E Q(f) (cf. [7, Sect. 71). Take e. = min(qJ4, 7ls/4}, where vl > 0 is given in 
Lemma 6. 
For given 0 < E < co, we take 6 > 0 such that 6 < min(qJ4, q,/4, r&(e)}, 
where 6,(e) is given in Lemma 7. Since {f”} has no Co S-explosion, we can 
assume Q(g) C B(Q(f), 17,/2) C U, for any continuous flow g = {g”> of M with 
d(ft, gt) < 6 for t E [0, 11, wh ere B(S(f), ~,/2) denotes the 7,/2-neighborhood 
of Q(f) and U is the neighborhood given in Theorem A. 
Applying Lemma 7 for gl, we can find a continuous map h: U - M and a 
continuous function 01: R x /I(gl) -+ R such that (i), (ii), and (iii) nLemma 7 
are satisfied. 
We shall prove h(Q(g)) C Q(f). 
(3.1) 
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In fact, take xE S(g) and fix it. Put x, = g”(x) for nE Z. Then the pseudo-orbit 
x,, *R is defined by the &-chain (xn}. Since G(g) C A(gl) we have 
d(gtx, h(x) * a(t, x)) < d(gtx, x0 * t) + d(x, * t, h(x) . a(t, x)) 
B 6 + E < 7742. 
Hence we get 
444 * 4,x), -Q(f)) < d(g’x, h(x) .a@, 4) + d(&% Q(f)) 
G 1212 + 7?,/2 = 92 9 
for t E R, which implies h(x) EQ(f) by the property for 7s . Thus h(Q(g)) C Q(f) 
is proved. 
Next, we shall show h(Orb,(x)) = Orb,(hx) for xE Q(g). 
In fact, take xE Q(g) and t, E R’ and fix them. From (3.1) we get for any t E R 
dk *+to~, h(x) . a(5 + f, , x)) < 6 + 6, and hence 
d(gt(gtox), [4x) - 4t,, 41 - (4 + to, 4 - 4,,, 4)) < 6 + E. 
Similarly from (3.1) again we get 
d(gt(gtOx), h(gtOx) . a(t, g”“x)) < 6 + E. 
Combining (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain 
d(4gt04 * 6, g%, [h(x) .4to , x)] . (4 + t, , x) - ‘~(to , 4)) 
G 2(6 + c) < q1 3 
for any t E IF!. From Lemma 6 it follows that 





for a unique s with 1 s / < 7. We denote s = OL’(~,, , x) and define p(t, x) = 
CY(~, x)+ ~‘(t, x). (3.5) means 
hgyx) = fP(twz(X), (3.6) 
for xE Q(g) and t E R. 
We shall prove the continuity ofp. For that purpose we denote for x E Q(f) 
and p > 0 by V.&J) the set of all er E T,M orthogonal toX(x) and II wII < p and 
set N,(p) = exp, V,(p). Itis clear that if p is sufficiently small Q,(p) = N,(p) .
[-p, p] is afiow box around x, i.e., Q.Jp) is a neighborhood fx such that he map 
F,: v,(p) x L-p, p] -Q,(p) defined by (0, t) -ft(exp, 4 for v E V,(P), 
t E r-p, p] is a homeomorphism. 
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Take t, E R and x0 E Q(g), and put y = h(g%,). By (3.6) we have 
for (t, X) near (to, x0). Therefore, a’fl, x)and hence p(t, x) is continuous at 
(to )x0). 
Since a(t, x) ----z &cc as t --+ cc and since a’(t, x) is bounded, we see that 
p(t, x) -+ fen as t -+ 103. Therefore we have 
h(OrbQ(x)) = h{gtx: tE R> = Orb&), 
for xf Q(g). 
Next, we shah prove h&Q)) = Q(f). 
In fact, let c be a periodic orbit off. Take a neighborhood Us of Q(f) such 
that U0 C U nf-l( U). Since h: U -+ M is continuous and d(hx, x) < 6, for 
.r E U, h(U,) contains Q(f), by taking smaller E@ > 0 if necessary. Also, since 
d(fr(x), gr(‘r)) < 6 for x E &I, g-l{ U) contains Ur, by taking smaller 6 > 0 if 
necessary. Hence o f h-l(c) C U,, C U n g-‘( U). We shall show that h-l(c) 
is gl-invariant. For, Theorem A(i) implies h(g?x) = fP@)k(x) ~f”‘~~(c) = c for 
x E h-l(c). Thus g”(x) Ela-‘{ c ) f or x E h-l(c), which proves our assertion. Since 
h-l(c) + o , we take apointy Eh-l(c). Then we have GY f w&y) C Q(g), where 
w,r(y) is the w-limit set ofy forgl. Since h-‘(c) isgl-invariant and closed, wehave 
c+(y) C h-l(c) n G(g). F or any x E w,l(y), we have h(x) Ec and hence c = 
~~~(**~)h(x): t E Rf = ~h(g*x): t E R> C h@(g)). Sm ce periodic orbits are dense 
in Q(f), we have Q(f) = h(L?(g)). 
Finally we shall prove the uniqueness of h up tof-orbits. 
Now, we take h’: Q(g) --f G(f) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem B. 
?Ve shall show that here is a unique function~‘(~, x): 52 x Q(g) -+ R such that 
(3.7) 
for t E If4 and x E G(g). We fix apoint rE Q(g) and put k(t) = h’(gt(x)) fort E W. 
k: R -+ M is a continuous map with k(R) C Orb,(h’x). Since the submanifold 
M’ = Orb,(h’x) isan integral manifold of the vector field X, we know that he 
map 8’: IR -+ M’ def5ned by K’(t) = k(t) is also continuous. Define rr: R + M 
by m(t) = ft(h’x). Then rr is a covering map (if x is not a periodic point of (ft>, 
v is a homeomorphism). By the lifting mapping theorem there xists a unique 
continuous map a: It2 -+ 52 such that r 0 OL = K’ with CL(O) = 0. We have 
~(~)(h’~) = K’(t) = h’(g*x) for t E R. Since 01 depends on x we denote it by KY.(~) = 
P’(C 4. 
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By Lemma 7(i) and (3.7) we have 
for t E R and x0 E Q(g), from which it follows that 
h’(x,) = f”‘““‘(hxo), (3.8) 
for some q(x,) E R with 1 q(xo)l < 7 by virtue of Lemma 6. By using the flow box 
we can see that qis continuous. 
Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem B. 
4. THEOREM C AND SOME REMARKS 
As in the proof of Theorem B, we can prove Theorem C, which somewhat 
sharpens Theorem A of [8]; nonetheless the proof seems to be rather simpler 
than that of Theorem A of [8]. 
THEOREM C. Let cft} be an Anosoo jlow on M, i.e., X(x) # 0 for any x E M 
and M itself isCft}-hyperbolic. Then cf’} is topologically stable in the following 
sense: There xists anl o > 0 with the property hat for any co 3 E > 0 there xists 
a 6 > 0 such that for any ContinuousJow {g”} on M with d(f t, g”) < 6 for t E [0, 11, 
we can find a continuous surjective map h: M --f M and a continuous f nction p:
[w x M -+ R satisfying theconditions 
(0) h(gt(x)) = f p(t,2)(h(x)) for (t, x) E R x M, 
(1) h(Orb,(x)) = Orb,(hx) for x E M, 
(2) WW = Q(f ), 
(3) d(hx, x) < c for x E M. 
Moreover, h is unique up to f-orbits, i.e., ifh’: M -+ M is a continuous map 
satisfying (1)and (3), them there is a continuous f nction q:M + R such that 
for x E M. 
h’(x) = f @(l’(h(x)) 
Proof. Taking U = ICI in Theorem A, for any E > 0 we can find So = S,(E) 
such that for any continuous flow g = {g”} with d(f t,gt) < So for t E [0, I], 
there xist acontinuous map h: M -+ M and a continuous function p:M + R 
such that 
(i) h(g’x) = f P(z)(hx), 
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(ii) d(hx, X) < E, 
(iii) 1p(x) - 1 1 < E 
for x E M. 
Now we can prove (0) and (1) as in the proof of (i) of Theorem B. To prove 
(2) it suffices to know the periodic orbits are dense in G’(f). This is the so-called 
Anosov closing lemma (see [I] or [9]). U m ‘q ueness of h up to f-orbits can be 
verified asin the proof in Theorem B. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. We shall construct the semiconjugacy h in Theorem B by means 
of pseudo-orbit tracing method formulated by Bowen [3] and Franke-Selgrade, 
especially Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 of [6]. 
Let W be a compact neighborhood of Q’(f) such that X(X) # 0 for x E W, 
where X denotes the vector field generating the flowf = cf”}. We shall use the 
flow box Q,(p) = N, . [-p, p] as defined in the proof of Theorem B. Taking 
a smaller p > 0 if necessary, we can find a positive 7 < p such that X, y E W, 
d(x, y) < 7 imply that y . [-p, p] n N, consists ofone point and is equal to 
y . [-2p, 2p] n N, . Put ~(x, y) = y . [-p, p] n N, for (x, y) E W x W with 
4&T) < 7. 
According to Lemma 3.4 of [6], for any E > 0, there 6, > 0 such that for 
any &-chain (xn} in a(f) for-f we can find apointy E Q(f) and a reparametriza- 
tion 0~: R + R (i.e., an increasing homeomorphism with a(O) = 0) such that he 
pseudo-orbit x,, *Iw can be E-traced by y with reparametrization 1~: d(xo *t, 
y .0(t)) < E for any t E R. 
Take 6, > 0 such that 6, < a,/4 and X, y E M, d(x, y) < 46, imply d(x . t, 
y . t) < 6,/Z for t E [0, I]. W e can assume 6, + E < 7. Put U = {x E W: 
d(x, G(f)) < S,}. Sincef has no Co SZ-explosion there is 6 > 0 such that 8 < 6, 
and that for any continuous flow g = {g”} with d(ft, g”) < 6 for t E [0, 11, we 
have Q(g) C U. Set cl(g) = fiteRg’( Since G(g) C U, we see A(g) 1 G(g). 
Take an arbitrary z Ecl(g). Then, since g”(z) E U for i E Z, there is xi E G(f) 
such that d(g”(z), xi) < 8, for i E Z. It is easy to see that {xi} is a &,-chain G(f) 
forf. Therefore, there can be found y E G’(f) an d a reparametrization OL such that 
d(x, *t, y . a(t)) < E for t E R, where x0 * OX is the pseudo-orbit off through x0 
defined by the &-chain (xi}. Since z, x E Wand d(z, y) < d(z, x0) + d(xo ,y) < 
6, + E < 7, ~(z, y) is defined. Since ~(z, y) = y . [-p, p] n N, and y E Q(f), 
we see that ~(z, y) G s(f). 
Next, we can prove, by using Lemma 6, ~(z, y) does not depend on the choice 
of the &-chain {xi} and the point y E G(f), c-tracing x0 * R. Therefore, we can 
define a map h: cl(g) -+ G’(f) by h(z) = ~(z, y) for z E cl(g). Clearly (ii) in 
Theorem B holds for x E /I(g). Now, we can show that h(Orb,(x)) C Orb,(h) 
for E E cl(g), by the construction of h. The continuity ofh can be proved by 
a somewhat delicate estimation. 
Finally the equality h(Orb,(x)) = Orb,(hx) (X E cl(g)) aswell as the uniqueness 
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of h up tof-orbits can be verified by using the xpansiveness l mma (Lemma 6). 
It seems, however, tobe hard to prove the surjectivity of h: 52(g) + Q(f) by 
using only the pseudo-orbit tracing method. 
Remark 2. We can re-prove the structural stability of Anosov flows by 
using Theorem C and the openness ofthe set of Anosov flows. 
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